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1. General information: Kuwait
Geography
• Area: Total: 17,818 km2(6,880 sq mi)
• Kuwait, officially the State of Kuwait is a country in Western Asia. It is situated in
the northern edge of Eastern Arabia at the tip of the Persian Gulf, bordering Iraq to
the north and Saudi Arabia to the south. As of 2021, Kuwait has a population of
4.5 million people: 1.3 million are Kuwaitis and 3.2 million are expatriates.
Expatriates account for approximately 70% of the population. More than 70% of
the country's population reside in the urban agglomeration of the capital city
Kuwait City.
• Kuwait City is the capital and largest city of Kuwait. Located at the heart of the
country on the south shore of Kuwait Bay on the Persian Gulf, it is the political,
cultural and economic centre of the emirate, containing Kuwait's Seif Palace,
government offices, the headquarters of most Kuwaiti corporations and banks. As
of 2018, the city had roughly 3 million inhabitants (more than 70 % of the country's
population). The city itself has no administrative status. All six governorates of the
country comprise parts of the urban agglomeration, which is subdived in numerous
areas. In a more narrow sense, Kuwait City can also refer only to the town's
historic core, which nowadays is part of the Capital Governorate and seamlessly
merges with the adjacent urban areas. Kuwait City's trade and transportation
needs are served by Kuwait International Airport, Mina Al-Shuwaik (Shuwaik Port)
and Mina Al Ahmadi (Ahmadi Port).
Population
• Total Population: 4,320,268 million April (2021)
• Population growth: 1.81% (2021)
• Median age: 36.8 years
• Density: 240 per Km2 (621 people per mi2)
• Urban Population: (4,270,571 people in 2020)
• Population of main cities: Al Ahmadi (637,411), Hawalli (164,212), As Salimiyah
(147,649), Sabah as Salim (139,163), Al Farwaniyah (86,525), Al Fahahil
(68,290), Kuwait City (60,064)
Ethnic Origins: 57.65% Arab, 40.42% Asian, 1.02% African, 0.39% European, 0.52%
Other
Religion: 74.36% Islam (official), 18.17% Christianity, 7.47% Other
Language
• Official Language: Arabic
• Business Language(s): English
Government
• Type: Unitary constitutional monarchy
• Head of government: Emir Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah
• Prime Minister: Sabah Al-Khalid Al-Sabah
National Currency: Kuwaiti dinar (KWD), 1 Euro = 0.358437 KWD
Time Zone: UTC+3 (AST)
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Kuwait General Overview
Kuwait is located in the northeast corner of the Arabian Peninsula, at the head of the
Arabian Gulf. Bordered to the north and west by Iraq, to the south and west by Saudi
Arabia, and to the east by the Arabian Gulf, Kuwait occupies a strategic position in this
vital region. Kuwait is a member of the six-nation Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC).
Approximately one-third of an estimated population of 4.6 million are Kuwaiti nationals.
The remainder of the population consists of expatriate residents hailing from more than
80 countries. The oil industry and government sector dominate the economy, with crude
oil reserves estimated at nearly 101.5 billion barrels, or approximately 7% of the world’s
reserves. The oil industry accounts for over half of GDP and 94.4% of government
revenues. With oil the main natural resource, oil refining and downstream petrochemical
processing are the dominant industries. Non-petroleum manufacturing and agricultural
sectors are limited, consisting of a switch-gear manufacturer for power sub-stations,
and factories for building materials, furniture, and food packaging.
In 2010, the parliament passed a five-year $104 billion development plan that aimed to
upgrade infrastructure and diversify the economy away from oil. In 2015, the
government adopted a new development plan (2015-2020) that focused on economic
reform and the implementation of several long-stalled mega-strategic projects that were
not implemented under the preceding plan. While the majority of government-funded
projects move slowly, several major projects were expedited in recent years.
The COVID-19 pandemic and the low oil prices have significantly impacted Kuwait’s
2020-2021 budget as the country is expected to report a deficit of $46 billion. The
budget situation has resulted in Kuwait cancelling or postponing major infrastructure
projects such as the long-planned Al-Debdebah Solar Power plant and putting other
projects on hold until further notice. Currently, the Ministries have approved the
preliminary steps to issue consultancy tenders and pre-qualify companies in preparation
of releasing solicitations/tenders in the second half of 2021.
Kuwait imports most of its capital equipment, processed foods, manufacturing
equipment, and consumer goods. Two-way trade is limited to a few international
partners. Almost half of the country’s imports originate from China, the United States,
the United Arab Emirates (UAE), Japan, and Germany, while over 50% of Kuwait’s
export earnings are attributable to South Korea, China, India, Japan, and the United
States. The United States remains a leading strategic trade partner.
According to the Kuwait’s Central Statistical Bureau, Kuwait’s nominal Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) was approximately $130 billion in 2019 with 0.4% growth from the
previous year. Kuwait’s current oil production capacity is estimated at 3.15 million
barrels per day. The government hopes to increase production capacity to 4.75 million
barrels per day by 2040. In order to reach this goal, Kuwait must continue spending and
investing in upgrading downstream facilities as well as on upstream oil development.
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Figure 1: Kuwait, Total population from 2015-2025 (Statista, 2020) (in million
inhabitants)

Table 1: Kuwait Country Profile (World Development Indicators Database, The World
Bank, March 2021)
INDICATOR

1990 2000

2010

2018

Population, total (millions)

2.10

2.05

2.99

4.14

Population growth (annual %)

0.1

4.7

5.9

2.0

Surface area (sq. km) (thousands)

17.8

17.8

17.8

17.8

Population density (people per sq. km of land area)

117.6 114.8

167.9

232.2

Poverty headcount ratio at national poverty lines (% of
population)

..

..

..

..

Poverty headcount ratio at $1.90 a day (2011 PPP) (%
of population)

..

..

..

..

GNI, Atlas method (current US$) (billions)

..

36.76

127.12 138.99

GNI per capita, Atlas method (current US$)

..

17,98

42,49

GNI, PPP (current international $) (billions)

74.80 135.30 239.36 242.24

GNI per capita, PPP (current international $)

..

66,16

80

58,55

Income share held by lowest 20%

..

..

..

..

Life expectancy at birth, total (years)

72

73

74

75

Fertility rate, total (births per woman)

3.0

2.8

2.2

2.1

Adolescent fertility rate (births per 1,000 women ages
15-19)

29

22

11

8

33,59

PEOPLE
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Contraceptive prevalence, any methods (% of women
ages 15-49)

35

52

..

..

Births attended by skilled health staff (% of total)

..

100

99

100

Mortality rate, under-5 (per 1,000 live births)

18

12

10

8

Prevalence of underweight, weight for age (% of
children under 5)

..

2.2

1.7

..

Immunization, measles (% of children ages 12-23
months)

66

99

98

98

Primary completion rate, total (% of relevant age group) 56

100

97

92

School enrollment, primary (% gross)

91.0

98.6

102.2

92.4

School enrollment, secondary (% gross)

84

91

98

98

School enrollment, primary and secondary (gross),
gender parity index (GPI)

1

1

1

1

Prevalence of HIV, total (% of population ages 15-49)

..

..

..

..

Forest area (sq. km) (thousands)

0.0

0.0

0.1

0.1

Terrestrial and marine protected areas (% of total
territorial area)

..

..

..

11.0

Annual freshwater withdrawals, total (% of internal
resources)

..

..

..

..

Urban population growth (annual %)

0.1

4.8

5.9

2.0

Energy use (kg of oil equivalent per capita)

4,347 9,152

10,721 ..

CO2 emissions (metric tons per capita)

18.09 26.19

29.96

Electric power consumption (kWh per capita)

8,223 14,066 16,757 ..

ENVIRONMENT

24.95

ECONOMY
GDP (current US$) (billions)

18.43 37.71

115.42 140.65

GDP growth (annual %)

34.0

4.7

-2.4

1.2

Inflation, GDP deflator (annual %)

-7.4

20.5

11.1

14.6

Agriculture, forestry, and fishing, value added (% of
GDP)

..

0

0

0

Industry (including construction), value added (% of
GDP)

..

..

66

60

Exports of goods and services (% of GDP)

45

56

67

57

Imports of goods and services (% of GDP)

58

30

30

44

Gross capital formation (% of GDP)

18

11

18

25
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Revenue, excluding grants (% of GDP)

58.7

43.8

..

..

Net lending (+) / net borrowing (-) (% of GDP)

3.7

-5.6

..

..

Time required to start a business (days)

..

35

35

35

Domestic credit provided by financial sector (% of
GDP)

..

..

..

..

Tax revenue (% of GDP)

1.5

1.5

..

..

Military expenditure (% of GDP)

48.5

7.2

3.8

5.1

Mobile cellular subscriptions (per 100 people)

1.0

23.3

133.0

171.6

Individuals using the Internet (% of population)

0.0

6.7

61.4

99.6

High-technology exports (% of manufactured exports)

..

..

3

4

Statistical Capacity score (Overall average)

..

..

..

..

Merchandise trade (% of GDP)

60

71

80

77

Net barter terms of trade index (2000 = 100)

..

100

183

172

External debt stocks, total (DOD, current US$)
(millions)

..

..

..

..

Total debt service (% of exports of goods, services and
primary income)

..

..

..

..

Net migration (thousands)

-655

27

580

198

..

..

5

28

Foreign direct investment, net inflows (BoP, current
US$) (millions)

6

16

1,305

-21

Net official development assistance received (current
US$) (millions)

12.9

..

..

..

STATES & MARKETS

GLOBAL LINKS

Personal remittances, received (current US$) (millions)

2. Economy
2.1. Economic Overview
Kuwait is a rich country and has developed a welfare state for its nationals, who enjoy a
very high per capita income. After a slight recovery in 2018, Kuwait's economic growth
slowed to 0.4% in 2019 as lower oil output and weaker oil prices offset the steady
expansion of the non-oil sector. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, it plummeted to -8.1%
in 2020 but was expected to come back to 0.6% in 2021 and 3.2% in 2022, subject to
the post-pandemic global economic recovery.
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Government spending, employment and credit growth are expected to support
economic activity in the short term; nonetheless, this will depend on stable oil prices
and higher oil output.
Kuwait’s public finances were relatively healthy until 2020, with a debt-to-GDP ratio of
19.3% that year. But the international context created by the COVID-19 pandemic is
putting pressure on the country, and ratios of 36.6% in 2021 and 49.3% in 2022 are
now expected. Government spending is also expected to increase in the coming years
amid plans to boost credit, employment and wages. At the same time, tax collection
remains low as the government has delayed the introduction of a VAT and an excise
tax on tobacco and sugary drinks.
The excise tax is now expected to be implemented by April 2020 while the VAT is set to
be introduced in 2021. Low tax revenues, combined with reduced oil export earnings,
brought down current account surplus to 9.4% of GDP in 2019 from 14.5% a year
earlier. This trend was strongly reinforced as global oil prices and OPEC oil output fell
significantly and sharply due to the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020. The current account
balance fell to -6.8% of GDP in 2020 and is anticipated to come back to -2.8% in 2021
and +1.2% in 2022. Inflation ticked up to 1.1% in 2019 from 0.6% a year earlier, and
then 1% in 2020. It should reach 2.3% in 2021 and 2.5% in 2022.
Kuwait's plans to introduce a new debt law continues to be delayed, with the Parliament
expected to review the law proposal in 2021. A lack of debt law means that the
government has been unable to issue debt since October 2017 and had to resort to
General Reserves Fund for financing purposes. The continued drawdown from the
Fund also weighed on Kuwait Investment Authority's assets - manager of the said fund despite mandatory transfers from the government to its Future Generations Fund.
Persian Gulf nations, among the world’s richest at the turn of the century, have lost
ground as the oil price receded. Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman and Saudi Arabia are all
dropping out of the global top 20 as living standards stagnate or decline. Most of the
country's wealth is concentrated in the hands of local citizens, while the majority of
workers (especially from Asia) live in poor conditions. Unemployment rate is almost
non-existent (IMF 2021).
2.2. Macro-economic projection
Table 2: (Kuwait - Economic Forecasts - 2020-2022 Outlook) Trading Economics
Markets

Actual

Q1

Stock Market (points)

5926.08

5774

5672

5573

5476

5280

Currency

0.30

0.31

0.31

0.3

0.3

0.3

Overview

Actual

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q2

Q4

Q3

Q4

2022

2022

GDP Annual Growth
Rate (%)
-8.00

3

3

2.6

2.6

2.6

Unemployment Rate
(%)

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.4

2.4

2.30
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Inflation Rate (%)

3.03

3.8

3.5

3.2

3.2

2.5

Interest Rate (%)

1.50

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

Balance of Trade
(KWD Million)

1093.79

2558

2539

2312

2312

2411

Current Account to
GDP (%)

8.90

-7.5

-7.5

-7.5

-7.5

-3.5

Government Debt to
GDP (%)

11.80

27

27

29

29

32

Government Budget
(% of GDP)

4.70

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

1.5

Corporate Tax Rate
(%)

15.00

15

15

15

15

15

Personal Income Tax
Rate (%)

0.00

0

0

0

0

0

GDP Annual Growth
Rate (%)

-8.00

3

3

2.6

2.6

2.6

2.3. SWOT Analysis
Strengths
• World’s seventh largest proven oil reserves.
• Strategic importance in troubled region and major non-NATO ally of the US.
• Sound Financial sector.
• High income economy and net creditor status.
• Strong oil and gas revenues generate large fiscal and current account
surpluses during times of high oil prices and “excess” earnings are invested in
foreign assets and/or used to supplement an oil account that is for the use of
future generations.
• Low external obligations.
• Generally supportive business environment.
Weaknesses
• Combative political system that can slow reforms and policy implementation.
• Exposure to oil price and output cycles contributes to growth volatility.
• Industry is capital intensive and job creation is weak for a growing population,
with social repercussions as the unemployed seek alternative means to vent
their frustrations.
• High degree of public ownership and control of oil and gas sectors results in a
generally weak private sector.
• Vulnerability of oil installations and foreign personnel to attacks by extremists
and terrorists.
• Regional volatility and uncertainty.
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2.4. Structure of the Economy
Agriculture is very limited in the country due to lack of water and fertile land. The
agricultural sector is constituted mainly by fishing activities and contributed only 0.5% to
the GDP, employing 2% of the workforce in 2020.
With 102 billion barrels of oil in reserve (i.e. 6% of the world's total and representing 100
years of production), the country's industry is based on oil exploitation. This sector
represents 40% of the GDP and more than 92% of the country's exports (OPEC, 2021).
By 2030, Kuwait is planning to invest more than USD 87 billion in the oil sector,
especially in creating new oil refineries. Overall, the industrial sector contributed more
than half of GDP (57.5%) and employed 24% of the total workforce in 2020.
The services sector represented around 54.2% of the GDP and employed 74% of the
active population in 2020. The most important sub-sectors are mostly real estate and
financial services, which were recently recovered from the global financial crisis.
Table 3: Kuwait, Breakdown economic activity by sector
Breakdown of Economic Activity
By Sector

Agriculture

Industry

Services

Employment By Sector (in % of Total
Employment)
2.0

24.4

73.7

Value Added (in % of GDP)

0.4

59.6

54.1

Value Added (Annual % Change)

-6.1

-1.8

1.2

Source: World Bank, Latest Available Data

2.5. Operational Environment
With limited levels of terrorism threats, no known major terrorist groups and political
violence Kuwait offers investors a stable operating environment compared to some of
its peers in the MENA region, such as Iraq, Yemen and Syria. The government’s plan to
diversify the economy more towards non-oil activity will present potential investment
opportunities for businesses, particularly in the manufacturing and services sectors. The
diversification efforts are further boosted by the gradual easing of barriers to allow
foreign investor participation, Kuwait’s investment appeal is further boosted by its labour
market, which benefits from a large international migrant stock, which augments the
country’s small population size.
Meanwhile, the key risks to firms operating in Kuwait stem from the trade, investment
and logistics environments. The extent and quality of the transport network in the states
lags behind those of its Gulf Cooperation Council peers, denting the country’s
investment appeal. Supply chain risks in Kuwait will be elevated by the limited reach of
its road system, lack of rail infrastructure and underdeveloped port and airport
infrastructure. Kuwait’s heavy reliance on hydrocarbons leaves the country’s export
revenues exposed to commodity price risks; however, an expected rebound in oil prices
in 2021 will provide the country with much needed fiscal revenues. Overall, Kuwait
scores a moderate 54.9 out of 100 in our Operational Risk Index, ranking in eighth
position out of 18 states in the MENA region, behind all its GCC peers and in 71st
position out of 201 countries (Fitch solutions).
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Logistics Risk (48.9/100): Shortcomings in Kuwait’s logistics network present
challenges for businesses. The country’s ailing national grid performs poorly in terms of
its power transmission and distribution, resulting in power supply disruptions. Kuwait’s
extent and quality of internal transport network has limited coverage and is of lower
quality than its GCC peers. This stems from the complete lack of national rail
infrastructure, low number of airports and the limited reach of its road system. Investors
will also face lengthy and costly border and documentary compliance procedures when
exporting and importing goods. Lastly, Kuwait's geographical location further up the
Persian Gulf than other GCC states, means that supply chains will face increased
difficulty in accessing global shipping lines.
Labour Market Risk (55.7/100): Risks and opportunities largely balance each other
within Kuwait’s labour market. A small population of just around 4mn people somewhat
detracts Kuwait’s potential appeal among labour intensive businesses, but this is
strongly outweighed by the presence of a large international migrant stock that
augments the domestic labour pool. Additionally, the country is a regional standout in
terms of the participation rate of the female workforce, which boosts the size of the
potential labour pool available to businesses.
On the downside, while most Kuwaitis have attended primary school and possess good
literacy levels, leading to the wider availability of basic skills, the country’s appeal is not
as attractive regarding the availability of skills beyond those acquired at the primary
school level. This is due to the high dropout rate at the secondary school level.
Furthermore, the presence of a minimum wage makes Kuwait a significant
underperformer with regard to labour costs relative to its GCC peers, as most of them
do not have a minimum wage in place. We further note that the risk associated with
hiring foreign workers will increase over the medium-to-long term as authorities
continue to adopt measures that seek to discourage businesses from hiring foreign
nationals in favour of locals.
Trade and Investment Risk (57.4/100): Kuwait’s poorly diversified economy,
limitations to foreign ownership, elevated levels of corruption and the government’s
heavy presence in the economy contribute to the poor trade and investment profile
compared to GCC peers. While investment barriers have somewhat eased over the
past few years amid efforts to diversify the economy, frequent government reshuffles
continue to slow the overall pace of business reforms.
The collapse in oil prices in 2020, coupled with decreased levels of crude output related
to OPEC+ supply restrictions, as well as social distancing measures, will place pressure
on the country’s fiscus. That said, the expected rebound in oil prices in H121 will bode
well for Kuwait, providing much needed export revenues given the heavy dependence
on hydrocarbons. Plans to grow the non-oil sector offer some upside potential, even
though the majority of the identified sectors for possible development, such as
manufacturing and services, are still at a nascent stage of development. In the short-tomedium term, this leaves Kuwait’s economic performance tied to dynamics in the global
energy market.
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Crime and Security Risk (57.5/100): Kuwait is a relatively secure market from a crime
and security perspective in comparison with the rest of the generally unstable MENA
region. The most pertinent security concerns for businesses stem from external terrorist
threats, most specifically from Islamic State which committed a large-scale attack on a
Shi'a mosque in Kuwait in 2015 and has subsequently been linked to several smallscale attacks and attempted plots in the country over the past five years.
Potential for bouts of social unrest and/ or political violence to erupt in the country also
exist mainly due to economic challenges as well as increasing dissatisfaction towards
immigration. That being said, overall security risks facing businesses are mitigated by
the country's low petty and violent crime rates, significantly improved anti-money
and counterterrorist financing legal framework, fairly strong cybersecurity capabilities
and the lack of significant organised criminal activities occurring within Kuwait's borders.
Figure2: Qatar operational risk (Fitch Solutions Operational Risk Index)

2.6. Investment
Kuwait’s poorly diversified economy, limitations to foreign ownership, elevated levels of
corruption and the government’s heavy presence in the economy contribute to the poor
trade and investment profile compared to GCC peers. While investment barriers have
somewhat eased over the past few years amid efforts to diversify the economy,
frequent government reshuffles continue to slow the overall pace of business reforms.
The collapse in oil prices in 2020, coupled with decreased levels of crude output related
to OPEC+ supply restrictions, as well as social distancing measures, will place pressure
on the country’s fiscus. That said, the expected rebound in oil prices in H121 will bode
well for Kuwait, providing much needed export revenues given the heavy dependence
on hydrocarbons.
Plans to grow the non-oil sector offer some upside potential, even though the majority
of the identified sectors for possible development, such as manufacturing and services,
are still at a nascent stage of development. In the short-to-medium term, this leaves
Kuwait’s economic performance tied to dynamics in the global energy market.
Consequently, Kuwait has a moderate score of 57.4 out of 100 for Trade and
Investment, ranking in ninth position out of 18 states in the MENA region, behind all its
GCC peers and 68th out of 201 global states.
Economic Openness (45.6/100): Kuwait’s poorly diversified export base and foreign
ownership restrictions make it an underperformer in the GCC region regarding its
overall level of economic openness. The country’s heavy dependence on the
hydrocarbons sector leaves it exposed to risks of commodity price fluctuations. This will
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pose significant risks to potential export revenues, given the lack of diversity in Kuwait’s
export basket. Nevertheless, the government has put in place a development program
(Vision 2035) which seeks to diversify the economy away from the hydrocarbons sector.
The diversification efforts are further boosted by the easing of barriers to allow foreign
investor participation, although the process has been slow due to frequent government
reshuffles, which have weighed on overall reform progress. This will hinder the full
development of the non-hydrocarbons related industries, denting medium-to-long term
growth prospects. In the short term, the Kuwaiti economy is expected to rebound on the
back of an expected uptick in global oil prices.
Government Intervention (67.8/100): High levels of tax bureaucracy, limits on the
availability of international banking and financial services and low liquidity in the local
stock market are among the most salient risks faced by businesses operating in Kuwait.
The last two aforementioned risks will weigh down on the ability of businesses to
access funding for capital to finance ventures in Kuwait's local market. Nevertheless,
firms will benefit from the country’s investment incentives such as low tax and interest
rates, the ease of access to international debt markets and a stable local banking
sector.
Legal Risk (58.7/100): Elevated levels of corruption and low intellectual property
protection increase the legal risks faced by investors. Despite both domestic and
international efforts to improve these factors, Kuwait still lags behind much of the world
and places around the middle of the regional pack. The many procedures associated
with corporate activity are lengthy to complete, require a number of different processes
and approvals, and have high costs. This further elevates the bureaucratic risks facing
investors in the country.
Figure 3: Government Intervention Weighs Down on Trade Environment Kuwait &
Regional Average - Trade & Investment Risk

Source: Fitch Solutions Trade and Investment Risk Index. 100 = Lowest Risk. 0 = Highest Risk
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Trade & Investment Risk SWOT
Strengths:
• High export revenue resulting in a current account surplus despite still-subdued
global crude prices.
• The financial sector benefits from unrestricted capital transactions, and currency
purchases can be made easily through a licensed bank or forex dealer.
• Kuwait is a member of the International Centre for the Settlement of Investment
Disputes which provides an unbiased vehicle for dispute resolution.
Weakness:
• FDI in Kuwait amounts to a low percentage of overall GDP, indicating low levels of
investment openness.
• Companies will encounter high levels of bureaucracy with respect to opening a
business, registering property and obtaining construction permits.
• The country has featured on the US Special 301 Watch List for consecutive years
as its intellectual property law is outdated and unclear.
Opportunities:
• The Capital Markets Authority was introduced as an independent regulator to
improve oversight in the Kuwait Stock Exchange.
• The Kuwaiti government has launched a specialist one-stop shop for foreign
investors to help companies cut through red tape.
• The Kuwaiti government is looking to privatise parts of the economy and open up
specific sectors for FDI, which is likely to spur foreign investor interest.
Threats:
• The privatisation of state-owned companies and economic liberalisation have
been slow, which is suppressing private sector growth.
• The GCC is looking to introduce VAT, which will increase both the tax burden and
tax compliance times and costs.
• Foreign investors face tight controls regarding property ownership and are legally
prohibited from owning freeholds on land, which has turned away many investors.
2.7. Taxation
Table 1: Paying Taxes in Kuwait (Doing Business 2020)
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Table 2: Taxes by type, Kuwait (Doing Business 2020)

3. Consumer Behavior and Characteristics
3.1. Consumer Behavior:
With a GDP per capita of Int$ 41,735 (IMF, 2020) and a median age of 29.7 years (CIA
World Factbook, 2020 est.), the average Kuwaiti consumer is one of the wealthiest
worldwide and is around the same age as the average consumer in most other GCC
countries. Kuwaiti nationals comprise only a third of the population and there are
significant income disparities among expatriates depending on their origin (Western,
Arab, East Asian) and position in the job market.
Kuwaiti consumer is a city-dweller (Kuwait being one of the first most urbanised
countries in the world with a rate of 100% - World Bank, 2019 latest data available).
They are also avid online shoppers with 2.4 million individuals (out of 4 million) already
using e-commerce services. Kuwaitis see their purchasing power fluctuate with oil
prices. Ever since the 2016 collapse, consumer spending has been constantly growing
reaching a 5.4% annual growth in 2018 (World Bank, latest data available). However,
the COVID-19 pandemic has harmed consumer spending, leading to months of
decrease. It is in 3Q20 that consumer spending started increasing again due to the
pent-up demand for consumption. Since October 2020 the initial boost was quickly
replaced by consumers' doubts concerning the recovery of the economy and the labour
market (National Bank of Kuwait, 2020). Less affluent consumers are also concerned
with a possible decline in government subsidies, from which they have benefited over
the last years.
Consumer Spending: Consumer Spending in Kuwait increased to 16642.90 KWD
Million in 2018 from 15760.50 KWD Million in 2017 (Central Bank of Kuwait).
Figure 1: Consumer Spending, Kuwait 2010-2018 (TradingEconomics, 2020)
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The Gross Domestic Product per capita in Kuwait was last recorded at 49846.10 US
dollars in 2019, when adjusted by purchasing power parity (PPP). The GDP per Capita,
in Kuwait, when adjusted by Purchasing Power Parity is equivalent to 281 percent of
the world's average (World Bank).
Figure 2: GDP per capita in PPP terms, Kuwait 2010-2020 (TradingEconomics, 2020)

3.2. Internet and Ecommerce
In 2017, there were just over 4 million internet users in the country, making the
penetration rate 98%. That year, there were 1.3 fixed-broadband subscriptions per
100 inhabitants, a number that considerably grows when it comes to mobilebroadband subscriptions (227.9 per 100 inhabitants). Additionally, 86% of
households had a computer, and 99.7% of them had internet access at home.
Kuwait has showed a strong growth in the internet access due primarily to the high
ownership of smartphones. With mobile penetration at high levels, the market focus
has shifted from fixed to mobile data market.
E-commerce market: In 2017, e-commerce sales in Kuwait reached an estimate of
US$ 670 million and e-commerce penetration was 53%. Although the Middle East in
general is a huge retail market, it is still behind in terms of e-commerce. Mall culture
is still prevalent and there is a general lack of trust in online shopping as a whole.
The high rate of smartphone penetration in the country (240%) is one of the main
reasons for e-commerce growth in Kuwait.
The mobile operators in Kuwait offer one of the most advanced mobile networks in
the Middle East and 100% of land area and population is covered by mobile
network. In spite of that, e-commerce remains predominately limited to online
banking and financial brokerage services, as most Kuwaiti companies do not
conduct online B2B and B2C transactions. Paying bills online is the most common
activity and in 2017, 53% of e-commerce users in Kuwait made money transfers
over the Internet. Even though 97% of Kuwaitis use credit and debit cards, a major
share of online shoppers prefer cash over all other payment methods when it comes
to e-commerce. People in their thirties represent 65% of all online buyers. As for
gender, 70% of e-shoppers are male and 30% female. The most popular online
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shopping categories are clothing, electronics and travel tickets and
accommodations. Some of the most popular e-commerce websites in the country
are digumz.com, xcite.com, taw9eel.com, ubuy.com, souq.com.kw, theyard-kw.com,
and thouqi.com.

4. International Trade
4.1. Trade partnerships
Regional Trade Agreements: In December 2008, Singapore and the GCC signed
a free trade agreement (FTA), the GCC’s first FTA. In June 2009, GCC countries
concluded an FTA with the European Free Trade Association (EFTA), which
includes the countries of Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway, and Switzerland.
Customs Union: Kuwait is a member of the GCC along with Bahrain, Saudi Arabia,
UAE, Qatar, and Oman. People from these countries can travel freely throughout
the GCC. There is a 5% duty for goods at the first point of entry to the GCC and
then the goods can travel freely throughout the GCC.
Note: Since June 2017 there has been a blockade of Qatar from the UAE, Saudi
Arabia, Bahrain, and Egypt. Direct travel between these countries is currently not
allowed and Qatari citizens and residents are not able to travel to these countries.
Goods cannot travel freely between Qatar and these countries as well.
Bilateral Investment Treaties: Kuwait has signed bilateral investment agreements
with the following nations (not all have been implemented): Austria, Belarus,
Belgium, Bosnia, Bulgaria, China, Croatia, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Egypt,
Ethiopia, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, India, Iran, Iraq, Italy, Jordan,
Kazakhstan, Latvia, Lebanon, Lithuania, Malaysia, Malta, Mauritania, Moldova,
Mongolia, Morocco, Netherlands, Pakistan, Poland, Romania, Russia, Serbia,
Slovenia, Spain, South Korea, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria, Tajikistan, Tunisia,
Turkey, the United Arab Emirates, and Yemen.
4.2. Trading Across Borders
Table 1: Trading across borders, Kuwait (Doing Business 2020)
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Figure 1: Trading across borders in Kuwait - Score (Doing Business 2020)

Figure 2: Trading across borders, Kuwait and Comparator Economies (Doing Business
2020)

Figure 3: Trading across borders, Kuwait – Time and Cost (Doing Business 2020)
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Table 2: Trading across borders, Kuwait – Trade Documents (Doing Business 2020)

4.3. Trade Standards
Standards
The Government of Kuwait, per its notification to the WTO Committee on Technical
Barriers to Trade, eliminated pre-shipment standards inspection under the International
Conformity Certification Program (ICCP) and is currently working with the GCC
Standards Organization (Riyadh) to develop a region-wide standards regime to replace
the ICCP. Discussions are ongoing with respect to product risk assessment
classification, type of products to be required, standards conformity assessment and
whether the GCC would allow self-certification of low-risk products and third-party
evaluation from standards testing authorities outside of the GCC.
The Standards and Metrology Department of the Public Authority for Industry governs
Kuwait’s standards. Approximately 300 standards are currently applied, with standards
derived from U.S., EU, ISO, and GCC standards. Kuwait has adopted several GCC
standards, including that major household appliances operate without a transformer at
240V/50 Hz and that instruction manuals for durable goods and appliances be
translated in Arabic. Standards in Kuwait are governed by the Standards and Metrology
Department of the Public Authority for Industry.
Conformity Assessment: In March 2003, Kuwait implemented its International
Conformity Certification Program (ICCP), a pre-shipment certification program requiring
that covered products be tested and certified by a single private company before being
imported into Kuwait.
In 2010, the GCC Standardization Organization (GSO) and Public Authority of Industry
(PAI) announced that new standards for toys would be enacted in 2011. The new
standards oblige local importers and distributors to place the GSO seal on all imported
toys.
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In 2010, PAI provided the GSO with feedback pertaining to the initiative introduced by
Japan, Switzerland, and the United States regarding liberalizing trade in
remanufactured goods. PAI affirmed no tariff barriers would be introduced.
Testing, inspection and certification
Veterinary Health Certificate: A health certificate is required for the importation of live
animals and animal products. The certificate should state that the animals or products
were free of any contagious disease occurring within a radius of 30 miles for six months
prior to export. Each shipment of meat or poultry must be accompanied by a statement
that slaughtering has been conducted in conformity with Islamic law. The statement
must be certified by the local Arab Chamber of Commerce and legalized by a Kuwaiti
consulate or embassy. Additional information can be found on the Department of
Agriculture’s Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) website or (301) 8513751. (Plant Protection and Quarantine). The Department of Agriculture’s Animal and
Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) inspects and certifies that plants, plant
products, and live animals conform to health and sanitary requirements as mandated by
the Government of Kuwait. Exporters should also consult with importers and the
appropriate ministry of the Kuwaiti government for additional information.
Sanitary/Phytosanitary Certificate: Required for plants and plant products. More
information can be found on the Department of Agriculture’s Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service (APHIS) website or (301) 851-3751.
Certificate of Wholesomeness: Fresh and frozen meat and poultry products require a
certificate of wholesomeness.
Certificate of Disinfection: A certificate of disinfection or sterilization must accompany
shipments of used clothing intended for sale.
Foodstuffs Certificate: The producing company must provide certification in triplicate
that the imported foodstuffs do not contain any form of cyclamate compounds.
Certificates are sent to the Ministry of Health. Dairy products require a declaration that
the product is free from harmful bacteria and other pathogens.
Certificate of Free Sale: Cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, and foodstuffs may require a
certificate of free sale stating that the commodities in question are in free circulation in
the country of export. The Food and Drug Administration can issue these certificates.
More information can be found on the FDA Food Guidance Regulations webpage.
Certificate of Free Sale-Beauty and Health Products: Imports of cosmetics, beauty,
and health products require a certificate proving that the manufacturer is licensed by an
appropriate authority to produce the product, showing that the product and ingredients
are safe for use, that the company complies with Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP)
of the country of origin, and evidence that the product is scientifically safe when used as
directed.
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Trade Barriers: There are several steps required to legalize shipping documents,
which if not done correctly could become a trade barrier. There are numerous
bureaucratic hurdles and approvals needed to do business in Kuwait. These processes
required to complete a sale to the government are lengthy.
Import Tariffs: The GCC established a customs union when it promulgated and
implemented the Unified Customs Law and Single Customs Tariff, resulting in a
common external tariff of 5% for most imported goods. Kuwait and other GCC countries
reserve the right to assess certain exceptions until a uniform list of goods exempt from
tariffs is adopted by all GCC member states. Kuwait officially approved the Single
Customs Tariff on April 1, 2003, thereby setting a 5% import duty (CIF) on most goods.
Exempt from the Single Customs Tariff are certain basic foodstuffs and medicines or
medical items, which are duty free. Tobacco products are assessed a 100% duty.
Import Requirements & Documentation: Licenses Importers apply for import licenses
from the Ministry of Commerce and Industry and must be registered with the Kuwait
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI). The import licenses are valid for one year,
are renewable and allow for multiple shipments. Import licenses for industrial machinery
and spare parts are also required, which are issued by the Public Authority for Industry.
Various ministries and agencies also issue licenses for specific products, including
firearms, explosives, pharmaceuticals, and wild or exotic animals. Only the local agent
is authorized to clear items at Kuwait Customs by showing an official letter of
representation as well as a letter by the end-user.
Documentation: Kuwait documentation procedures require a commercial invoice,
certificate of origin, packing list and a bill of lading or airway bill to accompany all
commercial shipments. Certain products may require additional licenses or certificates.
Commercial Invoice: One original and two copies are required, plus the certificate of
origin. The invoice must contain an accurate description of the goods, marks and
numbers, net and gross weights in metric measure, quantity, units, total value, and
country of origin, and port and shipping information (name of vessel and transportation
means).
Certificate of Origin: One original and two copies are required.
Packing List: The packing list must provide detailed information on each item
contained in any package and must be stamped with the company seal or stamp of the
exporter or freight forwarder.
Bill of Lading: Three copies of the bill of lading are required. The bill of lading must
show the name of the shipper, the name and address of the consignee, port of final
destination, description of the goods, listing of freight and other charges, number of bills
of lading in the complete set, and the acknowledgement signature that the carrier has
confirmed receipt on board of the goods to be shipped.
The import license holder’s name must appear on the bill of lading, and he/she must be
a Kuwaiti national.
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Labelling/Marking Requirement
Labelling: Labels stating country of origin must be shown on all imported goods in such
a manner that cannot be removed or altered. Information appearing on the label must
conform to the information listed in the shipping documentation. If it is impossible to
label a product, i.e., a piece of fruit, a label affixed to the package or container is
sufficient. If the product contains components from more than one country, the
percentage from each country to the overall finished product should be noted.
Special Labels
Chemicals: Chemicals imported into Kuwait must be labelled with the product name,
application, active ingredients percentages of components and composition, United
Nations’ CAS-NO, side effects, storage/handling/hazmat instructions, environmental
and occupational safety health risk, poison control, and disposal instructions.
Pharmaceuticals: Pharmaceutical products must be labelled with the batch or lot
number, production date, expiration date, content description, storage information,
usage information, indications and contraindications for use, and reference to the
pharmacopeia standards used.
Food Products: Labels must show product and brand name, origin of animal fats,
batch number, ingredients in descending order of proportion, additives, net contents in
metric units, date of production, date of expiration, name and address of manufacturer
or packer, country of origin, storage/preparation/handling instructions, and nutritional
information where applicable. All meat and poultry products labels must attest that the
product has been slaughtered in accordance with Islamic law. The information must be
in Arabic, but multi-lingual labels are acceptable.
4.4. Imports - Exports
Exports structure from Kuwait in 2019 represented by the following main
commodity groups:
• 91% (58 billion US$): 27 - Mineral fuels, mineral oils and products of their
distillation; bituminous substances; mineral waxes
• 2.58% (1.66 billion US$): 29 - Organic chemicals
• 1.7% (1.09 billion US$): 87 - Vehicles other than railway or tramway rolling stock,
and parts and accessories thereof
• 0.972% (626 million US$): 39 - Plastics and articles thereof
• 0.48% (309 million US$): 84 - Nuclear reactors, boilers, machinery and
mechanical appliances; parts thereof
• 0.335% (216 million US$): 85 - Electrical machinery and equipment and parts
thereof; sound recorders and reproducers, television image and sound recorders
and reproducers, and parts and accessories of such articles
• 0.247% (159 million US$): 38 - Miscellaneous chemical products
• 0.21% (135 million US$): 71 - Natural or cultured pearls, precious or semiprecious stones, precious metals, metals clad with precious metal and articles
thereof; imitation jewelry; coin
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0.176% (113 million US$): 40 - Rubber and articles thereof
0.161% (104 million US$): 20 - Preparations of vegetables, fruit, nuts or other
parts of plants

Kuwait's exports 2019 by country
Top export destinations of commodities from Kuwait in 2019:
• Areas, nes with a share of 90% (58 billion US$)
• Iraq with a share of 1.48% (960 million US$)
• China with a share of 1.41% (910 million US$)
• India with a share of 1.24% (805 million US$)
• Saudi Arabia with a share of 1.02% (658 million US$)
• United Arab Emirates - 569 million US$
• Qatar - 359 million US$
• Oman - 204 million US$
• Pakistan - 188 million US$
• Jordan - 107 million US$
Imports structure to Kuwait in 2019 represented by the following main commodity
groups:
• 13.1% (4.39 billion US$): 87 - Vehicles other than railway or tramway rolling
stock, and parts and accessories thereof
• 11.7% (3.94 billion US$): 84 - Nuclear reactors, boilers, machinery and
mechanical appliances; parts thereof
• 10.8% (3.64 billion US$): 85 - Electrical machinery and equipment and parts
thereof; sound recorders and reproducers, television image and sound recorders
and reproducers, and parts and accessories of such articles
• 5.7% (1.91 billion US$): 73 - Articles of iron or steel
• 4.14% (1.38 billion US$): 30 - Pharmaceutical products
• 3.26% (1.09 billion US$): 71 - Natural or cultured pearls, precious or semiprecious stones, precious metals, metals clad with precious metal and articles
thereof; imitation jewellery; coin
• 3.11% (1.04 billion US$): 39 - Plastics and articles thereof
• 2.76% (927 million US$): 72 - Iron and steel
• 2.7% (907 million US$): 90 - Optical, photographic, cinematographic, measuring,
checking, precision, medical or surgical instruments and apparatus; parts and
accessories thereof
• 2.04% (684 million US$): 94 - Furniture; bedding, mattresses, mattress supports,
cushions and similar stuffed furnishings; lamps and lighting fittings, not
elsewhere specified or included; illuminated sign illuminated nameplates and the
like; prefabricated buildings
Kuwait's imports 2019 by country
Top trading partners (import sources) of Kuwait in 2019:
• China with a share of 17.8% (5.98 billion US$)
• USA with a share of 9.1% (3.05 billion US$)
• United Arab Emirates with a share of 8.41% (2.82 billion US$)
• Japan with a share of 6.3% (2.11 billion US$)
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Saudi Arabia with a share of 6.18% (2.07 billion US$)
India with a share of 5.67% (1.9 billion US$)
Germany with a share of 5.22% (1.75 billion US$)
Italy with a share of 4.32% (1.45 billion US$)
Korea with a share of 2.68% (901 million US$)
United Kingdom with a share of 2.61% (878 million US$)

4.5. Greece – Kuwait Trade Relations
Bilateral trade between Greece and Kuwait amounted to € 31.6 million during 2020.
Greek imports from Kuwait amounted to € 1 million during 2020, according to Eurostat.
Table 1: Value of Greek Imports from Kuwait 2020 (Eurostat, 2020)
IMPORTS - Value in Euro (€)

2019

2020

Food and Live Animals

:

:

Beverages and Tobacco

:

:

Crude Materials, Inedible, Except fuels

200

:

Mineral Fuels, Lubricants and Related Materials

:

3.185

Animal and Vegetable, Oils, Fats and Waxes

:

:

Chemical and Related Products, N.E.S.

1.208.335

861.707

Manufactured Goods Classified Chiefly by Material

32.038

106.287

Machinery and Transport Equipment

88.503

67.210

Miscellaneous Manufactured Articles

20.934

447

Commodities and Transactions not Classified
Elsewhere in the SITC

4.000

:

1.354.010
1.038.836
Total
Greek exports to Kuwait amounted to € 30.6 million during 2020, according to Eurostat.

Table 2: Value of Greek Exports to Kuwait 2020, (Eurostat, 2020)
EXPORTS - Value in Euro (€)

2019

2020

Food and Live Animals

5.966.657

5.504.592

Beverages and Tobacco

147.278

333.451

Crude Materials, Inedible, Except fuels

27.287

283.577

Mineral Fuels, Lubricants and Related Materials

975.987

396.762

Animal and Vegetable, Oils, Fats and Waxes

376.123

593.646

Chemical and Related Products, N.E.S.

4.667.340

8.008.818

Manufactured Goods Classified Chiefly by Material

9.392.148

9.674.791

Machinery and Transport Equipment

2.691.387

2.750.136

Miscellaneous Manufactured Articles

3.700.221

2.943.526
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Commodities and Transactions not Classified
Elsewhere in the SITC

186.640

125.506

Total

28.131.068

30.614.805

Table 3: Value of Greek Imports - Exports: Source NSSG (ESYE) Data
V A L U E
(millions €)

Exports
Imports
Exports Imports (trade
balance)
Exports /
Imports (%)
in total greek
exports
in total greek
imports

A.R.G.
(%)

2015
21,58

2016
23,49

2017
28,20

2018
26,26

2019
28,14

19,30

18,14

2,18

1,93

1,35

2,27

5,35
129,50
%

26,03
1295,54
%

24,33
1360,07
%

26,78
2078,14
%

0,08%

0,09%

0,10%

0,08%

0,08%

0,05%

0,04%

0,00%

0,00%

0,00%

111,78%
% SHAR E

2015
2019
6,9%
48,5
%

Table 4: Product categories Distribution (%): Source NSSG (ESYE) Data
%
Product
categori
es
Agricult
ural
product
s
Raw
material
s
Fuels

D I S T R I B U T I O N
in total greek exports to the
in total greek imports from the
country
country
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
20,10 18,51 19,83 23,14 23,09 0,00
%
%
%
%
%
%

0,00
%

0,00
%

0,00
%

0,00
%

0,94
%

1,35
%

1,08
%

0,70
%

0,10
%

1,11
%

0,00
%

8,95
%

1,45
%

0,01
%

0,50
%

0,85
%

1,54
%

2,06
%

3,47
%

0,00
%

61,07 0,13
%
%

0,00
%

0,00
%

Industria 77,72 79,01 77,11 73,36 72,68 98,89 38,93 90,92 98,51 99,69
l goods
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
Other

0,75
%

0,28
%

0,43
%

0,74
%

0,66
%

0,00
%
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4.6. Leading Sectors for Exporters
Kuwait - Oil and Gas sector: Kuwait is a major oil supplier and a member of the OPEC
consortium. Oil accounts for nearly half of Kuwait’s GDP, around 95% of exports, and
approximately 90% of government revenue. Kuwait holds approximately 7% of global oil
reserves and has a current production capacity of about 3.15 million barrels per day.
The Kuwait Petroleum Corporation (KPC) announced its intention to increase oil
production capacity to 4.75 million barrels per day (mmb/d) by 2040. In addition, KPC
has announced intentions to increase natural gas production to 4 billion cubic feet per
day by 2030. Future production increases will depend on actual implementation of
several upstream projects including the development of heavy oil capacity of 60
thousand barrels per day. KPC announced an approximately $115 billion investment
plan to be executed between 2015 - 2020 that is divided roughly equally between the
upstream and downstream sectors. Thirty percent of the invested amount will be on
local content and production.
Current refinery projects include the “Clean Fuels Project,” which will upgrade and
expand the Mina Abdulla and Mina Al-Ahmadi refinery complexes. Kuwait National
Petroleum Company (KNPC) has awarded the Clean Fuel’s engineering, procurement
and contracting (EPC) contracts to three international consortiums. U.S. company,
Fluor, has been awarded the Mina Abdullah package II contract, worth $3 billion. In
addition, KNPC awarded four packages in 2015 to build the country’s fourth refinery,
which will produce low-sulfur fuel oil for the country’s power plants. These two mega
projects, Clean Fuels and the Fourth Refinery, are jointly expected to exceed $30
billion.
In 2016, the Kuwait Supreme Petroleum Council approved the Al-Zour Oil Complex
Project which is expected to cost $30 billion and in the same year a KPC subsidiary
“Kuwait Integrated Petrochemical Industries Company – “KIPIC”) was established. The
company will manage the refinery, petrochemicals and liquified natural gas (LNG)
import operations in the Al-Zour complex. The complex will be formed by integrating the
Al-Zour Refinery (under construction) with the planned Petrochemicals Complex
(project cost: $10 billion) and a gas supply facility (project cost: $4 billion).
Kuwait – Infrastructure sector: Kuwait’s infrastructure sector is expected to grow by
15-20% as a result of the government’s current five-year plan (2015-2020). The
development plan focuses on economic reform and implementation of numerous longstalled mega projects, with several large infrastructure projects estimated at $124
billion. The five-year plan includes a number of infrastructure upgrades, along with the
$2.6 billion Sheikh Jaber Causeway, which links the Shuwaikh port area in the south
with planned cities in the north that are in development, the $7 billion Kuwait City Metro;
a rail project that will eventually link all GCC countries; a $4 billion new airport; five new
planned cities including Silk City/Northern Economic Zone; further development of the
Mubarak Al-Kabeer Port on Boubyan Island; and a large number of mega oil projects,
including a new refinery. The government is working on over $4 billion worth of hospital
projects as part of its plan to boost the bed capacity of hospitals across the country. The
Ministry of Health’s operating budget is projected to reach about $18 billion by 2030.
There are also plans to increase power generation capacity in the country.
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The rising demand for public housing is expected to drive long-term residential
construction growth, with the Public Authority for Housing and Welfare announcing
plans to build 174,000 housing units by 2020. The government also plans to employ a
public-private partnership model to deliver public housing, including 11,000 units under
the Sabah Al-Ahmad project, which will house up to 100,000 people upon completion.
The South Al-Mutlaa City project is in its initial infrastructure development phase and in
five years will have the capacity to house 28,000 families.
Project implementation has seen frequent delays, especially with large infrastructure
projects. The government itself acknowledged that only 19% of the 2010-2014 five-year
development plans were executed. However, previous impediments were factored into
the 2015-2020 development plan, and positive signs of progress are apparent. The
projects are moving slowly, especially given the current budget situation.
Kuwait - Automobile and Automotive Parts: Kuwait is a significant importer of new
American automobiles and is the eighth-largest U.S. export market for automobiles
worldwide. The low cost of fuel, combined with local tastes and preferences, buttresses
demand for large-sized automobiles. With U.S. automobile exports (excluding military
vehicles) to Kuwait valued at $784,799,791 million in 2018, this is the largest sector for
U.S. exporters in the consumer market. In 2018, Kuwait imported 92,633 new vehicles.
Japanese cars have the largest market share with 54.64%, U.S. brands are the second
with 17.4% market share, Korean brands are third with 11.87%, followed by 10.8%
share for European brands. With 43% of the market, sport-utility vehicles (SUVs) are
the dominant vehicle type in Kuwait. Also, Kuwait is an excellent market for high-end
luxury and vintage automobiles. An increased number of Chinese brands are entering
the market. Selling at very low prices, Chinese brands are used among others in the
construction sector and food delivery business the segments which were dominated by
Korean brands in the past. Chinese brands have 4.22% of the market share.
The automotive aftermarket is growing in Kuwait and other GCC countries by about
14%. Local experts estimated the value of the market to be $1.3 billion for Kuwait in
2017. Having a large used car market is helping to increase the demand for spare parts
and maintenance services. In addition, Kuwait witnessed a bad weather in December
2018. An extended days of heavy rains caused roads to be flooded and brought down
trees. The sever road damage has boomed the sales of spare parts like tires which
believed to be tripled during the 1st quarter of 2019. U.S. parts sales valued at $41.5
million in 2018.
Kuwait is a lucrative market for large-sized SUVs with heavy-duty shock absorbers,
transmissions, cooling and air conditioning systems, and tires that meet extreme
temperatures. Luxury automobile manufacturers will also find Kuwait to be a lucrative
market. Given Kuwait’s leading position in supply chain and logistics services to Iraq
and Afghanistan, local companies are selling large volumes of trucks to serve logistics
companies catering to U.S. and coalition forces in the region. Most auto dealers note
that the utility vehicle market demonstrates tremendous volume growth. While Kuwait
increased gasoline prices by 40% on September 1, 2016, the prices are still among the
lowest in the world – approximately $1.15 per gallon, which propels sales for SUVs and
other large engine vehicles.
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Kuwait - Medical and Surgical Equipment: Under Kuwait’s $104 billion National
Development Plan, major upgrades to the country’s healthcare infrastructure and
facilities are underway. Kuwaitis suffer from high rates of obesity, diabetes, and cancer.
According to the Global Burden of Disease Study, Kuwait is the fourth-most obese
country in the world. Although the population is young, the disease burden is a health
and financial concern.
Kuwait’s public healthcare sector accounts for more than 80% of the healthcare
spending in country. Currently, Kuwait’s Ministry of Health is the owner, operator,
regulator, and financer of the vast majority of healthcare services rendered,
pharmaceuticals purchased, and medical equipment acquired in the country. The
government operates 15 general and specialized hospitals. The private sector is
expected to grow moderately in the coming years, with private firms estimated to
account for 15-20% of healthcare spending.
Kuwait aspires to create world-class healthcare providers as well as to improve the
quality of healthcare in treatment centers, such as the Kuwait Cancer Center, the
Kuwait Chest Disease Hospital, the Kuwait Radiology Center, the Ibn-Sina Center for
Ophthalmology, and the Dasman Research Center for Diabetes.
The Ministry of Health and the Ministry of Public Works announced a $4.42 billion (KD
1.250 billion) project to replace or expand nine operating hospitals (five general
hospitals and four specialized hospitals) within the next ten years. The goal is to add
5,400 beds, 150 operating rooms, and 500 outpatient clinics to the current 7,095
hospital beds countrywide. In addition, the $1.1 billion (KD 304 million) Sheikh Jaber AlAhmed Al-Sabah Hospital, and the $1.1 billion New Jahra Hospital, which are expected
to be fully operational in the coming months, will add a total of another 2,402 beds.
Currently, Kuwait has two hospital beds per 1,000 people. This represents a stark
undersupply in the face of population growth and the rising disease burden.
The country has a well-established primary care network of more than 100 (polyclinics)
distributed within Kuwait’s six governates (Ahmadi, Al-Asimah, Farwaniya, Hawalli,
Jahra, and Mubarak Al-Kabeer).
According to the Ministry of Health, the private sector will be instrumental in the overall
development of the medical sector. The private healthcare market is estimated to grow
by 15-20% in the coming years. Currently, a total of 12 private hospitals (totalling 1,038
hospital beds) provide private medical services in Kuwait. Several new private hospitals
are expected to open in the next few years, adding 1,800 hospital beds. Although the
government offers free healthcare services, patients are willing to pay a premium for
private treatment in order to reduce waiting times and treatment schedules. In certain
fields, such as obstetrics and gynecology, local patients pay a premium for high-end
services offered by private hospitals.
The healthcare sector is witnessing some reform initiatives. One of the reforms includes
broadening public-private partnerships and giving the private sector a larger role in the
provision of healthcare services. Recently, public healthcare centers began referring
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patients to private medical care providers for services like IVF treatment and
physiotherapy. In 2016, the Government of Kuwait launched Afiya, a funded health
insurance policy for Kuwaiti retirees, covering more than 110,000 individuals, securing
access to generous coverage at private hospitals and clinics in Kuwait – in addition to
their existing coverage at the public health system.
Best Prospects/Services
• Medical-dental-lab equipment
• General hospital supplies
• Pharmaceutical products and specialized systems and applications
• Laser-treatment, nanotechnology and molecular medicine
• Laboratory testing, testing equipment, and disposable tests
• Surgical instruments, diagnostic or laboratory equipment in the fields of
orthopedics, trauma care, ophthalmology, cardiology, oncology, radiology or
radiotherapy, and healthcare information
Kuwait - Agriculture sector: The agricultural scene in Kuwait is constrained by lack of
water and arable land. Government has taken initiatives to grow food through
hydroponics method and has managed it successfully. Kuwait still imports most of its
food from Asia-Pacific, as it produces only a limited quantity of food. Kuwait receives a
limited amount of rainfall; therefore, it is dependent on process of desalination. Like
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait also exploited its aquifers to a large extent, leaving behind limited
supply and options for people. Now, Kuwait is using Drip Water technology, invented by
Israel, one of the most commonly used systems in the world. It saves water and is
efficient even in regions facing water scarcity.
Kuwait produces roughly 1% of its crops from its arable land, using traditional
agriculture practices. Almost all of its fruits & vegetable produce come from Hydroponic
or Horticulture practices.
Kuwait is home to many hydroponic facilities; most of them are part of private
organizations from foreign countries with presence in Kuwait. Faisaliya is the biggest
hydroponic farm, producing most of the fruits, vegetables, herbs and flowers in the
country. International companies like ‘I AM HYDRO’, ‘It All Grows’ and many more have
their presence in Kuwait at smaller levels. Companies like Green touch Hydroponics,
Biophilia Hydroponics, YSI, etc., provide assistance to hydroponic companies and help
Kuwait farms in preventive measures. Additionally, these companies also have their
own hydroponic farms in the country.
Kuwait - Safety and Security Sector: Kuwait plans to invest considerable resources in
safety and security equipment throughout the next few years. Kuwait defense and
security forces will be looking to purchase surveillance equipment, perimeter security
and control systems, security check point equipment (fences, crash barriers, cameras,
access points), explosives and explosive ordinance disposal (EOD) equipment, and
contraband detection systems, including scanning systems, as well as consulting
services in security planning.
Several projects currently under consideration include additional camera surveillance
systems to be installed in and near most transportation infrastructure points, geospatial
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intelligence connectivity, maritime netting, and sensors to minimize security threats to
vessels and facilities, including oil refineries, power plants, production facilities, and
loading platforms, including in ports. Projects also include hardware and software
infrastructure which are needed to support a fully integrated C4ISR system. There are
additional opportunities at Kuwait International Airport, which not only is upgrading its
security procedures, but also began construction of a new terminal in 2017, which is
expected to be completed in 2022.

5. Accessing to the local market
Kuwait - Market Opportunities
Kuwait is undergoing significant expansion in the building and construction industry.
The government has approved a $104 billion National Development Plan that
includes construction of major roadways, a new airport terminal, new hospitals, new
residential developments, a new Kuwait University campus, a new oil refinery, oil
exploration, new power projects, and a new railway and metro system. Private
construction and project development, as in other GCC urban centers, are planned
and expected to move forward in the future.
Kuwait has numerous project opportunities coming online over an extended period
of time. These projects include a proposed $10 billion expansion in desperately
needed electricity generation capacity (B.O.T. projects), investment in
environmental cleanup projects, as well as defense and security opportunities.
The traditional import sectors of automotive, oil and gas, computers/ICT,
telecommunications equipment, and construction equipment remain strong. There is
a shortage of high-quality health care facilities and the Government of Kuwait is
prioritizing healthcare infrastructure as part of the national development plan. The
Government is focused on improving the IT/cybersecurity capabilities as well as
enhancing efficiencies through the digitization of the oil & gas sector.
In short, Kuwait is a wealthy country with savvy businesspeople in the private
sector. The dominant public sector moves slowly, at a glacial pace. Patience,
persistence, and a strong local partner are important contributors to success.
Market Entry Strategy
The GCC has a 5% flat rate tariff on imports. Kuwait corporate income taxes for
foreign corporations are 15%. A value added tax of 5% may be added in 2021. To
be successful in the Kuwaiti market, companies should identify, develop, and
support a local agent, representative, or account executive to manage the
marketing strategy for both the company and its products.
Some companies prefer pursuing a Kuwait joint-venture partner rather than working
with an agent; however, the market entry approach should be customized to fit the
business objectives.
Familiarity with regulations and the general business framework is a difficult task
without the support of a competent local agent or business partner. Foreign
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companies should seek a local business relationship and the best representatives
are those who are already active in their particular sector with cultivated contacts in
the public and private sector
In summary, selecting the appropriate business partner who will work for you is the
single most important step an exporter can take in Kuwait. Obtaining competent
local legal counsel to craft an agreement that protects your company from future
liability is critical.
Distribution & Sale Channels
Laws and Regulations: Companies Law Decree 25/2012, as amended by Law
97/2013, governs the establishment of a business or business relationship in
Kuwait. Under the above provisions, a foreign commercial entity may not establish a
branch or perform any commercial activities in the country except through a Kuwaiti
partner or agent. However, under the Law for the Promotion of Direct Investment in
the State of Kuwait (PDISK; Law No. 116 of 2013, which replaced the Direct
Foreign Capital Investment Law, Law No. 8 of 2011) an investor can establish a
100% foreign-owned Kuwaiti company, a licensed branch, or a representative office
of a foreign entity.
Using an agent: Foreign firms seeking a presence in the Kuwaiti market may do so
through commercial agents, distributors, or service agents. Commercial agents
promote products or services for a principal, as well as negotiate, conclude, and
carry out deals on behalf of the principal (within the scope and authorization
provided in the contractual agreement). A distributor promotes, imports, stocks, and
distributes the principal’s goods and services. Service agents, or “sponsors,” act as
representatives for foreign firms seeking to contract with the government of Kuwait
per Article 24 of Commercial Law 68 of 1980, but they generally offer less value
added. Cooperative unions and other food merchants can directly import certain
foods. In 2016, Kuwait passed Law No. 13 of 2016 (The Agency Law). The biggest
change with the law is the removal of the requirement for exclusivity. Foreign firms
can now register as many agents as they wish to promote their products.
Establishing an Office: Any Kuwaiti citizen over the age of 21 may engage in
commercial activity in Kuwait. Foreign companies may not engage in commercial
activity in Kuwait, unless the Kuwaiti share of the business or joint venture equals
or exceeds 51% of the total capital of the enterprise (60% for banks, investment
brokerages, and insurance companies), unless they are established under PDISK;
Law No. 116 of 2013 (see below).
In order to establish a business, the Kuwaiti firm or joint venture needs to apply for
a business license with the Ministry of Commerce and Industry. Application
documents must be completed in Arabic. For commercial activity in sectors
including telecommunications, health services, and pharmaceuticals, the relevant
ministry, department, or regulatory agency may require additional permits or
licenses.
Business enterprises may be established in several forms, including as a Kuwait
Shareholding Company (KSC), a company with limited liability (WLL), or a general
partnership. The cost and time required to register and open a business will vary
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depending on the company structure. Reputable Kuwaiti companies have a
business license and are registered with the Kuwait Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (KCCI).
Franchising: Kuwait is highly receptive to the franchise business model. High per
capita income, significant spending power, tax-free earnings, and an upwardly
mobile population strengthen business opportunities here. Apart from food and
service franchises, there is also high demand for quality education and training
services. The government aims to equip younger generations with the necessary
skills to work for the private sector. The opportunity for training and skills
development firms cannot be over-emphasized.
Direct Marketing: Direct marketing is limited. Most direct marketing campaigns
involving print and catalogue media are conducted by furniture companies. Larger
companies rely on newspaper inserts, mass mailings, or internet/mobile mass
mailing campaigns in order to promote the latest product or sales promotion. Most
fast food franchises engage in flyer distribution directly to homes. Advertising is
also available on several FM radio stations (in both Arabic and English), and three
state television channels. As a new trend, many companies, especially in the
consumer goods sector, have selected to market their products online by placing
ads on social networking websites like Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter, taking
advantage of the 4 million social media users in Kuwait.
Joint Ventures/Licensing: Foreign businesses are offered several incentives to
establish joint ventures with Kuwaiti firms, including partial relief from Kuwaiti
corporate taxes. In 2008, the foreign corporate tax rate was reduced to 15%. Given
that all government procurement must be conducted with Kuwaiti citizens or firms,
the joint venture model can be an effective business model and maintain a longterm presence, especially for companies offering after-sale services and/or
companies with regular client interaction.
A JV company set up in Kuwait is formed by a venture of two or more natural or
legal persons. This kind of venture has no legal existence and does not need to be
entered on the record of the register of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry. The
purpose of the JV is explicitly defined in the contract. It is common for several
foreign contractors and engineering firms involved in a major public contracts to
form a joint venture or consortium.
The business under the JV can be conducted under the trade license of the Kuwaiti
national in case it involves a foreign partner. If the partners decide to establish a
local company, it shall be established under the Kuwait Commercial Law where the
Kuwaiti partner will own 51% of the company’s shares.
Express Delivery: There are several express delivery companies that service
Kuwait, including FedEx, DHL, UPS, TNT, and Aramex. It is common for express
shipments to be delayed in the customs clearance process.
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6. Business Culture and Communication
Business customs: Business and account executives will generally not have
language difficulties with their Kuwaiti counterparts, as English is widely spoken,
and many Kuwaiti business professionals were educated overseas. A personal
relationship is an important basis for successful business ties in Kuwait. It is
essential to allow time for friendly conversation before commencing with a business
agenda.
Scheduling appointments in advance is essential. With government officials,
appointments normally occur between 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. Official government work
hours are from 8 a.m. until 2 p.m. Some companies work split shifts, from 9 a.m.
until 1 p.m. and from 4 p.m. or 5 p.m. until 7 p.m. in the evening. Friday and
Saturday are the official weekend in Kuwait. Friday is respected as family time. It is
not advisable to attempt weekend meetings, unless your Kuwaiti host suggests it.
Most senior executives and key decision-makers maintain extensive travel
schedules outside of Kuwait. This is particularly evident during summer months,
when Kuwaitis tend to escape the heat that can often hover at or above 50C/122F.
During the holy month of Ramadan, business is very slow and decisions and
appointments are often delayed until after the month. Ramadan will be
approximately April 12-May 11 in 2021.
The two major holidays in Kuwait are Eid al-Fitr at the end of Ramadan and Eid alAdha at the end of the Hajj or pilgrimage season, which occurs 70 days after Eid alFitr. National Day and Liberation Day (marking the liberation of Kuwait from Iraq),
occur on February 25 and 26. These local holidays generally offer opportunities for
many decision-makers to leave the country for a week or more, so travel to Kuwait
during these dates would be less effective than at other times. Travelers should
schedule appointments prior to their arrival in Kuwait, but reconfirm a day or two
before and on the morning of the appointment. It is always good to have a mobile
phone contact number in case of last minute changes.
Visa Requirements: International hotels in Kuwait frequently offer a service to facilitate
the visa process and reduce time at the airport to acquire a visa. Travelers who
overstay their visas may face serious fines when leaving Kuwait. Travelers attempting
to leave Kuwait without paying traffic or other fines may not be allowed to leave. A
Ministry of Justice office is located in Kuwait’s International Airport for passengers who
wish to settle any fines before departure. This includes travelers proceeding via Kuwait
to and from Iraq.
Language: The official language of the State of Kuwait is Arabic. For international
projects and procurement tenders, written communication is often in English. In most
cases, the Arabic text is the official contract version and will be the one that is upheld in
court. Companies need to exercise care in understanding that the Arabic version of the
contract must be correct. Translation and interpreter services are readily available and
recommended. Private businesses are free to choose the language for contracts;
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however, some contracts such as employment contracts and business notices including
announcements of the implementation of government of Kuwait regulations must, by
law, be written in Arabic. Corporate and or agency registration with the Kuwait Ministry
of Commerce and Industry must be in Arabic. However, English or foreign language
translation may be included in the submission of registration documents. A private entity
may offer translation of official Arabic text. Where documents are in multiple languages,
the Arabic version is the legally binding text. English is widely spoken in the business
community, and most expatriates have a sufficient command of the English language.
Local Time, Business Hours: Time in Kuwait is Universal Time Coordinated/Zulu + 3
hours (Zulu is London UTC/GMT). In comparison, Eastern Standard Time is UTC/Zulu
– 5 hours, Central Standard Time is UTC/Zulu – 6 hours and Pacific Standard Time is
UTC/Zulu – 8 hours.
Kuwait does not observe Daylight Savings Time. (Kuwait is seven hours ahead of
Eastern time zone from the second Sunday of March to the first Sunday of November
and eight hours ahead of the Eastern time zone from the first Sunday in November until
the second Sunday in March.
• Government Offices: 07:30-14:30 Sunday-Thursday (Varies among government
agencies)
• Ramadan: 10:00-13:00
Telecommunications/Electricity: The telephone system and communication services
in Kuwait are supplied by the Ministry of Communications (MOC) and by private
companies. The telephone system is adequate and e-mail, faxes, and the internet are
widely used in international business. There are over four million Internet users in
Kuwait and several service providers. Cellular service is readily available through local
companies including: Zain, Viva, and Ooredoo.
Transportation: There are several local, regional, and European airlines serving
Kuwait.
The road system in Kuwait is reasonably modern. Many travelers hire an automobile
with driver to manage their transportation needs. Some of the better hotels offer this
service to their guests. Most major car rental companies, including Avis, Hertz, and
Budget, operate in Kuwait.

7. Useful contacts
Embassy in Kuwait
Address: Khaldiya, Bl.4,Str 44, Hs 4 Kuwait
Tel: Τηλ.: (00965)24817100-1, (00965) 24834324
Fax: (00965) 24817103
Emergency tel: (00965) 99390948
E-mail : gremb.kuw@mfa.gr
Head of Mission: Konstantinos Piperigos
Consular Office
Address: Khaldiya Bl. 4, Str 44, Hs 4 Kuwait
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Tel: Τηλ.: (00965)24817100-1, (00965) 24834324
Fax: (00965) 24817103
E-mail: grcon.kuw@mfa.gr
Head of Consular Section: Pangiota Kontakou
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Disclaimer
This Report presents preliminary information only and does not offer any kind of management decision.
Data and information are subject to change. This report contains, among others, data and information
provided by Business Monitor International (BΜΙ) Research. The Report has been prepared also on the
basis of information from publicly available sources.
The Report is issued by SEV and provided exclusively to SEV members for information purposes only.
The Report should not be relied on for business purposes and should not in any way serve as a
substitute for other enquiries and procedures that would (or should) otherwise be undertaken in the
course of a business decision.
The Report must not be disclosed, copied, reproduced, distributed or passed, in whole or in part, to any
other party. It is also not permitted any commercial use or the use for other purposes. Furthermore, it is
not permitted, in whole or in part, (a) the inclusion of the Information or of the Report in any document of
SEV Members and (b) their use for the purposes of fulfilment of any (legal or contractual) obligation of
SEV Members before any public authority and/or third party.
The Information and any information forming the basis of the Report have not been independently
verified. No representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is or will be made and no responsibility or
liability is or will be accepted by SEV or BMI Research in relation to the accuracy, sufficiency or
completeness of such Information an of any information or for any reliance placed on the Report by any
person whatsoever.
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